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Career Opportunity 

 Have you been at home with kids for a few years and would like to ease back into a professional 

career?  Are you a successful salesperson seeking to travel less?  Do you enjoy networking and want 

to grow your salary without any caps or territory limits?  If you enjoy helping people, learning new 

things, and having meaningful relationships with others, then our company could have a position for 

you.  

Manske Wealth Management is a unique communication-focused wealth management firm that 

provides meaningful, monthly communication to our clients so they can easily control their 

investments and accomplish their goals.  What sets our team apart from the rest of Wall Street is our 

systemic dedication to staying in touch with our clients and keeping their other advisors informed.  We 

are looking for a service-minded, hard-working individual to join our team. We want someone 

who is honest, detail-oriented and has a strong sense of “I cannot let my team down.” 

Our ideal candidate enjoys networking, likes meeting new people, and loves a challenge.  We seek a 

candidate who is coachable and open to learning from someone who has already been successful in 

an investment advisor role.  We offer excellent benefits, competitive compensation and a topnotch 

training program that caters to you and your speed, especially if you’re returning to the workplace 

after an extended absence.  Teammates who like the idea of working for the same company for many 

years - and getting better and better at their specific craft – will have a very rewarding and lucrative 

career with the opportunity to be a Senior Financial Advisor and even Partner with the firm.  Don’t let 

the financial advisor title mislead you… the opportunity here is less about numbers and more about 

people skills. 

While a bachelor’s degree is required, a strong desire to learn and a willingness to be coached are 

essential.  We are open to full-time and part-time candidates who were successful in oilfield/medical 

sales or who are returning to the workplace after raising children.  If you’re up for the challenge, 

please email a resume and cover letter to admin@manskewealth.com.  In your cover letter, please 

tell us about a time you were successful closing a deal or influencing someone. We look forward to 

hearing from you! 
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